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1. introduction

Categorical apparatus of the modern management 
theory of economic processes, as basic categories include 
the categories «system», «control» and «relation». 

Currently, there is no unambiguous definition of the 
category of the «system». 

The most common is the definition of a system through 
the category of «whole», eg, in the form of a «coherent 
set of objects (elements) interconnected by mutual rela-
tions» [1].

L. von Bertallanfi proposed to refer some systems, 
formed by a person to the organized wholes [2].

Thus, between the objects (elements) of the system 
there are installed twin (binary) ratios [1]. In the control 
theory, it is generally considered binary relations, which 
are divided into the following types [1]:

— Equivalence, tolerance, strict order, quasi, lax pro-
cedure.
Thus, each type of relationship can be endowed at 
least with one of the following properties [1]:
— Reflexivity, antireflectivity, symmetry, asymmetry, 
antisymmetry, transitivity. 
If is also generally accepted the view of the system as 
an object that has the input, output, and it is characte-
rized by the category of «state» [1]. It is assumed [1]:
«From the perspective of the whole system its input 

can be interpreted as a cause, and its output as a result. 
... For organizational and human-machine systems there are 
the most important concepts of goals and objectives. The 
relationship between these concepts is the following: the  
results of solving problems and achieving goals are eva-
luated in terms of output or state. And how to change 
the status and outputs can only be at the expense of 
inputs, there is a problem of formation of such inputs at 
which the outputs determine solution to the problem».

Thus, for organizational system there is introduced the 
principle of cause and effect relationships between the 
parameters characterizing the state of the input and the 
parameters characterizing the state of the output.

Thus, under the behavior of the system they understand 
«changing of its state (and hence output), the outcome 
of which is a certain result. The behavior of the system 

in a way is related to the achievement of a goal or to 
solution to a problem. Whatever the aims and objectives 
we will be to talk about the processes of change in the 
state x(t) and processes at the input u(t) and output y(t) 
of the system» [1].

From this position, it follows that the behavior of the 
system is considered in the form of the process or their 
combination, i. e. the principle of process approach toss 
presenting its behavior.

Important for control systems is the category of «mana-
gement». Its content may be defined as following: 

«We define governance as previously such use of cause 
and effect relationships, in which the behavior occurs, 
leading to the desired result (the system reaches the goal 
or solves the problem)» [1].

For the system causal relationships are formed, usually 
in the form of functional relations. The argument in this 
case is a function of time [1]. Therefore presented in such 
a way the systems relate to the system time.

Thus, in the theory of economic management (orga-
nizational systems) there is a fundamental principle of 
cause and effect. This principle is implemented in the 
theory of sets, which is the basis for the formation of 
mathematical models of economic processes and their 
management systems.

At the same time there is well-known principle of 
dialectical relationship concepts studied by Hegel in the 
theory of knowledge in the form of «general — special — 
concrete» [3]. Marx in Capital in the study of economic 
processes (category «labor»), this ratio is considered in the 
form of a binary relationship categories «abstract concrete —  
general», emphasizing the character of the «duality» of 
the concepts used in the study of the essence of the 
phenomenon.

Hegel forms triple attitude, Marx goes to a binary 
relation. This problem is known as the philosophy of the 
«mystery» of the middle member of this ratio. 

In this study, a «single» will be in Nima concept cha-
racterizing the reflection of a particular object or pheno-
menon of the material world in the consciousness under 
the «general» we mean the concept is the product of 
intellectual activity. An example of these categories Hegel 
quotes to the Science of Logic, «cherry» and «fruit» [3].
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Under «special» we understand the mechanism of rea-
lization of the dialectical relationship. The situation is similar 
in the set theory, which marks relations reveal the mecha-
nism (process) of the implementation of these relations.

In this regard, the problem of determining whether the 
use of the dialectical relationship as a new binary relation 
to the establishment of relations between objects (ele-
ments) of organized wholes arises. The solution to this 
problem will apply the method of dialectical relationship 
to mathematical modeling, analysis and synthesis of eco-
nomic processes and systems to manage these processes.

To do this, you must consider the applicability of 
mathematics in the form of a binary relation of dialectical 
relationship «general — individual».

2.  analysis of literature and formulation 
of the problem

The principle of cause and effect relationship is re-
cognized in the scientific methodology. This is evidenced 
by the results of its application in the study of natural 
and social sciences.

In the work [4] the principle of cause and effect 
relation has been used to build the business model of 
resource-managing.

In the work [5] the principle of cause and effect, rela-
tions was used for the establishment of regularities laws 
between the practice of human resource management and 
organizational responsibilities on the one hand and orga-
nizational responsibilities and knowledge of the process 
on the other hand.

The work [6] is devoted to the development of a model 
of knowledge transfer in the provision of primary health 
care. Set indeterminacy casual of the cense and effect 
relationships, by the organization of communication bet-
ween a doctor and a patient.

In the work [7] the principle of cause and effect re-
lationships is applied to analyze the effectiveness of the 
implementation of quality management systems and the 
establishment of relations among the organizations of the 
third social sector.

The analysis of these given sources has shown that 
the principle of establishing of cause and effect relation-
ships is decisive in carrying out scientific investigations 
in different branches of knowledge.

To find a possible application of the principle of dia-
lectical relationships in mathematics, and therefore in the 
scientific disciplines based mathematics there is an analysis 
of content standards ISO 80000-2: 2009 [8] done.

In mathematics and the theory of sets there is not 
a binary relation to sets and/or their components in the 
form of a dialectical relationship «general — single» and 
a sign designating it. Therefore, in the mathematical set 
theory models an of organized whole the given form of 
relationship (unity of opposites) is not applicable.

3.  the object, purpose and objectives  
of the study

The object of the study are the principles of rela-
tions between objects (elements) that are implemented 
in systems as well as in organized wholes.

As mathematical modeling techniques, analysis and 
synthesis are key in the study of systems of economic 

management, the challenge is the inclusion of such rela-
tions in the theory of sets, or obtains a reasonable con-
clusion that such relations are not possible for this area 
of expertise.

The purpose of the study is to establish the possibility 
of representing a binary relation in the form of dialectical 
unity of opposites «general — individual» and the forma-
tion of a corresponding sign for the given relationship. 

The objectives of the study is to establish the charac-
teristics of an organized whole, which can be characterized 
as a «single», «special», «general» and formation of binary 
relations on their basis.

To achieve this goal it is necessary to perform the 
following tasks:

1. The establishment of the characteristics of an or-
ganized whole, which can be characterized as a «single», 
«special», «general».

2. Establishment of laws (rules) for an organized whole 
on the basis of binary relations.

4.  the results justify the possibility of 
submission of a binary relation in the 
form of dialectical unity of opposites in 
«common — a single» for the model of an 
organized whole

Process approach as a basis for a systematic approach, 
based on a consideration of the subject area through  
a cause and effect relationship.

In the work [9] for the system we have established the 
possibility of its representation in the form of a physically 
organized whole consisting of two parts, namely: the input 
of resources and the final product characterized by the 
categories of «general» and «single». This follows from 
the fact that the input resources, being, in fact, physi-
cal objects, at the same time quantitatively, qualitatively 
and in an appropriate form are defined in mental activity. 
Output resources are given to us in a physical form in 
the final form of the single result. Their concentration is 
provided by control mechanisms and transformation (rea-
lization of a process), characterized by the category of 
«special» in existence.

In the work [10] we proposed use the principle dialecti-
cal unity of two organizational problems in the framework 
of a holistic approach to the presentation of activities of 
the organized whole. 

Solving one of these problems provides the formation 
of the project of the future result, and the solution to 
the second problem provides this result. 

These problems relate to both categories of «general» 
and «specific». This follows from the fact that the forma-
tion of the future outcome of the project is the result of 
human mental activity and therefore can be characterized 
by the category of «general» and to ensure the results 
obtained is the result of his or her physical work and can 
be characterized by the category of «single». The dialecti-
cal unity (concentration) on solving problems by decision 
of the special additional task by a special mechanism to 
ensure the compliance characterized by the category «spe-
cial» in cognition.

At the same time, for the category of «activities», the 
content of which is not determined as a process, but as the 
structure of the organizational tasks being undertaken by 
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the organized whole there are, introduced characteristics of 
the «integrity of operations» and «unit of activity». It is 
proposed to consider integrated activity «unit operations» 
in the form of a draft of future result and outcome, cha-
racterized in terms of «general» and «unit» in cognition.

Between the process and the activity of the « the 
unit the activity» there is also set dialectical relationship 
«single» and «general» in the form of dialectical unity of 
«a particular result» of the process (single) and «philo-
sophical zero» for the activity (total).

In the work [10], we also analyzed the relationship 
between the categories «the system» and «an organized 
whole» and it shows that they relate to each other as 
«single» and «general». This follows from the fact that 
the result of the system in the form of a process always 
has a concrete physical meaning (it is an isolated case), 
and the result of an integrated activity of an organized 
whole in the form of a «unit of activity» is always the 
same — «philosophical zero».

We have also shown that the general principle of the 
formation of both of the process and activities of «unit 
operation» is the principle of the dialectical unity of op-
posites of categories of «single» and «general» in the pre-
sence of mechanisms of such concentration, characterized 
by the category of «special».

5.  discussion of the results justify the 
possibility of submission of binary 
relations in the form of dialectical unity 
of opposites of categories «single» — 
«general»

Thus, the introduction of additional consideration ca-
tegories of «activity in the form of the structure problems», 
along with the traditional view of «activity as a process» 
and «unit operation» with the result of the re-integrated 
activity in the form of «philosophical zero», allowed us 
to obtain essentially a new type of an organized whole 
a dialectically organized whole.

This dialectically organized unit consists of two parts, 
characterized dialectically by opposite state forms, which 
are implemented in the form of two organizational tasks. 
The solution to the first task ensures the formation of the 
project of future result, and the decision of the second 
problem provides the programmed result. At the same 
time, their union is ensured by a special mechanism en-
trusted with the task of ensuring compliance with the 
result obtained by the project.

For thus dialectically formed organized whole the fol-
lowing laws can be installed.

5.1. the activity rule. Activity of a dialectically orga-
nized whole has a dual character: on the one hand «unit 
operations» is realized in the form of integrated operations, 
its result is a «philosophical zero», characterized by the 
category of «general», and on the other hand the physical 
process of getting a specific result, characterized by the 
category of «single» is realized.

The consequence of this rule of a rule of causality. The 
dialectical relationship between the parts of an dialectically 
organized whole is set to their states at the stage of its 
formation. The cause and effect relations are established 
between the parts and/or for processes within the very 
parts of the implementation phase of the integrated activity.

On the basis of this rule it is possible to solve the 
problem of forming factor. What is the formative factor for 
a dialectically organized whole? The answer is unequivocal: 
the presence of dialectically by opposite states expressed 
in their quantitative and qualitative characteristics. In 
general systems theory, this task is formed as the problem 
of system family factor.

The consequence of the rule of causality is the prob-
lem of primacy in the implementation of organizational 
goals. Which is the primary task in the implementation 
of integrated activity? The answer is obvious. Without  
a solution to the problem of formation of future progress 
in the project of integrated activity «unit of activity» is 
not possible.

5.2. the rule result. The result of an integrated acti-
vity of a dialectically organized whole is always equal to 
«philosophical zero». Therefore, a balance of characteristics 
of the project of the future result and the result obtained 
must be ensured and the result obtained must be ensured. 
The condition for achieving this balance is the availability 
of a mechanism to ensure this compliance.

The consequence of this rule is the requirement of full 
mutual information definition (conditionality) of project 
characteristics desired result and the characteristics of 
the obtained result.

5.3. the rule of duality. Dialectically integrated acti-
vity of an organized whole includes:

— There are two parts able to implement two or-
ganizational tasks.
— Processes to solve these problems can be related 
to the organizational processes (the formation of the 
future of the results project) and product process (get-
ting result). For them there can be established on the 
basis of dialectical relationship the principle «general —  
individual».
— Resources used for the implementation of these 
processes forms can also be attributed to the implemen-
tation of the resources of the organizational processes 
and resources of the realization of technological pro-
cesses. They can be installed on the basis of dialectical 
relations on the principle «general — individual».
— The time periods during which to solve organizational 
problems are solved, may be characterized as a period 
of time of drafting future outcome (organizational time), 
a period of obtaining the desired result (processing 
time), the period of existence of the result obtained. 
Between the time of drafting the future result and the 
obtained result they can be installed on the basis of 
dialectical relationship «general — individual».
As an interesting consequence of the rule of duality 

there is the possibility of establishing a link between the 
categories, with hints of information theory: «data» and 
«information».

The category of «data» is encouraged to identify as-
following:

— The data is a reflection of the characteristics of 
the state of the object, phenomenon, or its essence in 
a different (media).
The category of «information» is proposed to define 
as following:
— Information is the data reflected in the concept 
of the object, phenomenon, or its essence.
It follows that these data are inextricably linked with 

their carrier. Without data carrier, there are no actual data.  
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The storage medium is always a physically (materially) 
existing object. Therefore, it can be characterized by the 
category «single».

In turn, the information is inextricably linked with 
the notion of thought formed in the process of mental 
activity. Therefore, it can be characterized by the category 
of «general». This implies the presence of a dialectical 
relationship in the form of «single — general» between 
the categories. Therefore, the category of «information» 
and «data» cannot be determined separately.

5.4. the rule concentration. Combining the two parts 
of the dialectically organized-whole is possible only by the 
presence (the ability to form) the internal mechanism for 
ensuring compliance (balance) of their states. To iden-
tify this mechanism in the formation of the set-theoretic 
mathematical model of the dialectically organized whole 
we proposed to use the mark «yin-yang».

6. conclusions

As a result by the solution to, the first problem we 
have established the possibility of representing the system 
in the form of physically organized whole consisting of 
two parts, namely of inputs and the final product char-
acterized in terms of «total» and «unit».

Also, the possibility of submission of activity of an 
organized whole based on the principle of the dialectical 
unity of the two organizational problems, solving one of 
which provides the formation of the project of the future 
result, and the solution to the second problem provides 
this result. These problems relate to both categories of 
«general» and «specific».

Between the process and the activity of «unit the 
activity» there is also set dialectical relation «single» and 
«general» in the form of dialectical unity of «a particular 
result» of the process (single) and «philosophical zero» for 
the activity (total). It is shown that for the categories of 
«system» and «an organized whole» there are also true 
dialectical relationship categories «single» and «general».

As a result, the solution to the second task a new ob-
ject of condition is formed a dialectically organized whole.

This dialectic organized unit consists of two parts, 
characterized by dialectically opposite state forms, which 
are implemented in the form of two organizational tasks.

For this dialectically usually organized whole there 
is formulated the rule of activity, the rule of result, the 
rule of duality and the rule of concentration, allowing to 
form it and to implement its activity.
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развитие принципа Бинарных отноШений в теории 
управления экономичеСкими процеССами

В статье выполнен анализ содержания бинарных отношений 
в форме причинно-следственных отношений. Показано, что дан-
ная форма отношений является основной для моделирования 
и познания закономерностей отношений между элементами си-
стем различной природы. В тоже время показана возможность 
использования отношений в форме диалектического единства 
противоположностей категорий «единичное — общее» для рас-
крытия новых закономерностей для систем в форме организо-
ванных целых.

ключевые слова: система, целое, деятельность, целост-
ность, категория, понятие, механизм, движение, управление, 
соответствие.
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